Walter Andersen Nursery 2022 Rose Selections

Type Key: HT-Hybrid Tea / GR–Grandiflora / FL–Floribunda / GCV–Ground Cover / SH–-Shrub Rose / DA–David Austin / PLY–-Polyantha
Name
Awards Type
Height Color
Year
Description
About Face

AARS

Fragrance

GR

6'

Orange blend

2005

All Dressed Up

GR

4'-5'

Medium Pink

2019

All My Loving

HT

4'-5'

Pink

2016

Long cutting stems, great for bouquets. A true Hybrid Tea with one
Light spice
large flower per stem. The color will stay true until the petals drop and
the plant will reward you with large clean leaves.

FL

3'

Lavender

1969

Clear medium lavender with blushes of ruby near the edges. Produces
lots of blooms. Low and bushy, a long time favorite.

Strong Old Rose

Anna's Promise

GR

5-6'

Tan blend

2014

With a ‘dad’ like the AARS winner About Face, you can only expect the
new rose ‘kid’ to be GREAT. The ‘kid’ inherited the novel golden tan
with copper reverse flower colors of ‘dad’ but the ‘son’ has larger
flowers and improved flower form.

Moderate fruit with
slight spice

Apricot Candy

HT

5'

Apricot

2008

Excellent flower shape with ruffled edged petals on this soft apricot
bloom. This rose has above average disease resistance, & also does
well in warm areas.

Spicy

Apricots n' Cream

HT

4'-5'

Apricot Blend

2016

Flowers are Ivory to apricot in color. This variety has much better
disease resistance than the average Hybrid Tea rose and is also much
more compact in stature.

Slight

Arctic Blue

FL

4'-5'

Pink Blend

2019

Fully double, fragrant, lavender blooms that feature a creamy white
reverse, giving them an elegant Victorian look and feel.

Moderate fruity to
citrus

Barbra Streisand

HT

4'

Rich Lavender

2001

This is one of the very best lavender roses. A top seller for the last few Strong rose
years. Large perfectly formed hybrid tea blooms with deep velvety
foliage.

Angel Face

AARS

Bi-color with the lighter lasting golden-orange color on the inside with Slight
a distinct darker bronzy-red outside. Superb vigor, lush clean green
leaves and loads of bloom.
Classic old-fashioned, cupped/quartered flowers. Disease resistant.
Mild

Belinda's Blush

Landscape

4'-6'

Pink

2021

Color sport of 'Belinda's Dream'. Similar in size and growth habit, this
rose offers fragrant, full blooms of a light, creamy pink that are
excellent for cutting. Canes free of thorns are always appreciated.

Fruity, Moderate
Raspberry

Bewitched

HT

4'

Pink

1967

A classic among pink roses. Large lovely buds open to full perfectly
formed medium pink blooms. Vigorous bush with nice foliage. This is
a lasting cut rose to almost 5' wide.

Rich rose

Black Bacarra

HT

3'

Very Dark Red

2005

Originally introduced in 2001 only for the florist trade. Velvety petals of No Fragrance
nearly black, a unique color. As a cut rose it can last up to two weeks.
Blooms are tight and smallish, no fragrance.

Blue Girl

HT

4'-5'

Lavender

1964

Classic high pointed 5" blooms of a lavender blue produced on a Strong Lilac, rose
growing upright well foliaged continual blooming bush. Mid-green
matte-leaves. This is a winner of the Rome Gold Medal.

Bolero

FL

3'-4'

White

2005

A compact that has an extrodinarily Strong fragrance of traditional rose Very Strong
mixed with tropical fruit. Beautiful disease resistant foliage. A
wonderful rose for cutting.

HT

4'

Apricot

1982

Deep golden bronze buds gracefully unfold to golden apricot flowers.
Semi-glossy foliage on a bushy plant highlight the blooms perfectly.

Bronze star

HT

4'

Orange

2000

Striking colors set this apart from other roses. The blooms tend to fade Strong Spicy, Pepper
to apricot and the petals fall off clean. Slight old fashioned look.

Burst of Joy

FL

5'

Orange

2020

Lively orange blooms of substantial size are accented with a sunny
Mild tea
yellow reverse for a look that is as uncommon as it is beautiful. Heavy
budding plant produces high-centred roses, mostly one per stem. Great
garden performance, especially in hot, dry climates.

Brandy

AARS

Light Tea

Candy Cane Cocktail

FL

4.5'-5

Pink, White, Red

2016

Celestial Night

FL

3'-4'

Purple

2019

Ch Ching

GR

4'

Yellow

2010

Chantilly Cream

HT

5'

Light yellow

GR

5'

Pink, white, cream 2003

Chicago Peace

HT

3.5'

Pink and Yellow

1962

A sport of Peace found in Chicago. Copper-pink blooms with a canary
yellow base. A deeper tone than the original Peace. Leathery disease
resistant foliage.

Chilhuly

FL

3'

Yellow/Orange

2004

Named in honor of the glass artist Dale Chilhuly. Has an array of colors Mild Tea
from striped apricot yellow to dazzling orange. The foliage is deep
green, new is mahogany.

Chris Evert

HT

Orange

1997

Orange-yellow, with scarlet blush at the finish . A well-behaved clean Fruity
plant for showy well-formed blossoms. Deep red new foliage and large
green leaves . Consistent color.

Chrysler Imperial

HT

Dark Red

1953

The velvety maroon buds of this classic open to large, perky scarlet
blooms. Won the Gamble Medal for Fragrance. Long straight stems,
ideal for cutting. Likes warm temperatures.

Cherry Parfait

AARS

4'

Bi-colored blooms of white suffused with deep pink to red edges. It
has superior disease resistance for the type. This rose inherits its
exceptional traits for rebloom and disease resistance from its breeding
background which includes The Knock Out® Family of Roses.

Bred from Ebb Tide. Very rare in a purple variety, it displays resistance
to the diseases that can plague rose growers and cause reduced flower
production and shorter blooming periods. An abundance of big, double
ruffled blooms of deep plum-purple on a hardy, rounded plant.
Sport of 2007 AARS winner Strike It Rich; has same bushy habit. The
flower color has changed to a beautiful golden yellow with just an
occasional kiss of ruby-red. Clusters of blooms are held on red stems
lined with deep green leaves. Vigorous with outstanding natural
disease resistance.
Double flowers create an old-fashioned look. Despite the bloom
coloring being on the light side, this rose stands up to the heat of the
summer sun, and its hues are long lasting. It also features very strong
resistance to such diseases as rose rust, downy mildew and powdery
mildew.
The red and white bi-color blooms withstand the heat and last all
season long. Winner of the Golden Rose and best Grandiflora rose and
Rose Hills International Rose Trials in 2006.

Slight

Strong, sweet, spice
& fruit

Strong, sweet

Light, sweet

Slight

Strong Damask

Cinnamon Dolce

HT

6'

Red blend

2013

Vigorous, upright plants produce novel, exhibition quality blooms of
brick red speckled with deep pink. Excellent disease resistance to
mildew and rust make this rose a good choice for the West Coast.

Crimson Bouquet

GR

4'

Crimson Red

2000

Beautiful bright red rose produces brilliant clusters of flowers. The
Slight
plant is well shaped and not as tall as most Grandifloras. Glossy deep
green foliage.

Dark Night

HT

5'-6'

Dark Red

2012

GR

Red

2011

A new well tested novel rose for the West Coast, Dark Night™ has held Slight
up to thorough trials and has proven to perform well on its own roots.
The color is dark velvet red, almost black, with a cream yellow reverse.
The flower form is classic with a high centered bud and a cuplike
opening.
Black-red buds spiral open to show off swirls of cream edged and
Mild cinnamon
washed with vibrant cherry pink. The first sponsorship rose of the
'Remember Me' garden fund. Each plant sold will contribute toward
the fund's effort to honor the victims of 9-11.

FL

Yellow

2014

Old fashioned blooms. It's Doris' official rose, of which she has
growing at her home. A beautiful yellow, her favorite color.

Strong fruity, sweet
spice

Strong Spicy/fruity

Dick Clark

AARS

Doris Day

Double Delight

AARS

HT

4'

Red and White

1977

One of the most popular roses ever. Award winning fragrance, best
described as 'fruity'. Scarlet buds open to full double blooms with
white centers, red at the edges.

Drift, Apricot

GC

2'

Apricot-Pink

2010

A very disease resistant rose that blooms and blooms, producing
clusters of flowers. Good winter hardiness.

Drift, Lemon

GC

2.5'

Yellow

2018

The Lemon Drift® Rose is the newest addition to the Drift® series. It is a
perfect yellow groundcover rose. Its habit is very bushy, compact, and
rounded.

Drift, Popcorn

SH

2'

Yellow

2013

A mutation of the Peach Drift Rose. Popcorn Drifts color starts out
yellow fading to cream white, sometimes suffused with pink.

Strong

Slight to none

Drift, Red

GC

1.5'

Red

Drift, White

GC

18"

White

2016

Bright white, fully double blooms perfectly shaped like a miniature rose
flower. It has a true ground cover habit, with superior disease
resistance.

Drop Dead Red

FL

3'

Velvety red

2010

Jaw-dropping, delicious red and set against the highly-glossed deep
Mild tea
green leaves that mirror all the eye-popping action. This killer color is
truly a ‘stop ‘em dead in their tracks’ kinda red that’s certain to lure you
to linger.

FL

3'

Orange/Peach

2010

Easy Spirit

FL

5'

White

2018

Easy To Please

FL

4.5'

Fuchsia

2017

Colors of mango orange, peach pink & ripe apricot bounce off the
Moderate Fruity
mirrored glossy green leaves, providing a flamboyant fruit salad for the
landscape. Free-flowing swirling shades of sunset show up in fragrant
large colorful clusters atop a rounded bushy plant. Disease resistant &
vigorous.
Pink-blushed buds open to vanilla-white blossoms with sculpted petals, Light, sweet
touched with creamy yellow in the centers. Perfect for planting along a
walkway, flanking a home or garden entrance, tucking into a fixed
flowerbed, or even displaying in large pots. Particularly diseaseresistant.
Flowers are fuchsia pink with a lighter reverse.
Moderate

Ebb Tide

FL

3'

Purple

2006

Smoky deep plum-purple floribunda, certain to attract attention. Oldfashioned flowers with an intense clove fragrance.

Strong Clove

Edith's Darling

SH

3'

Apricot

2017

Downton Abbey fans will love this very fragrant old-fashioned soft
apricot-gold blooming shrub rose named for the character, Edith’s,
daughter (Marigold).

Fruity

Eleganza Grand Amore

HT

4'

Medium Red

2004

The Eleganza® collection of varieties combine the classic blooms of
Moderate
hybrid tea roses with extreme disease-resistance of easy-care, own
root shrub roses. Grande Amore™ is a multiple award winning rose that
produces stunning red blooms continuously throughout the season.
Perfect for a showy bouquet of cut flowers.

Easy Does It

AARS

Most petite flowers of all of the Drift® Roses. It is perfect for use in
front of border plantings and makes a beautiful statement when it
drapes naturally over a rock wall or edge. Great flower power and
disease resistance.

None

Eleganza Oh Happy
Day

HT

5'

Apricot

2005

Eleganza Sunny Sky

HT

4.5'-5

Yellow

2009

Exceptional disease resistance. The shrub has dark green, thick, healthy Light
foliage. This lightly fragrant rose has been decorated with awards in
international rose competitions.

Eleganza Wedding
Bells

HT

5'

2 tone pink

2010

Continually blooming rose grows on a bushy, upright plant with dark
green foliage. It is very disease resistant to blackspot and mildew.

HT

3.5'

Pink and Ivory

2005

Classically shaped Hybrid Tea named to honor ELLE, the internationally Very Strong, Spicy
famous fashion magazine. Multicolored blooms and above average in
disease resistance.

Enchanted Peace

HT

5'

Yellow to Pink

2021

Compact, disease resistant, bi-colored. It has great fragrance and works Strong
well in containers. Its bloom color contrasts beautifully against dark
green, very glossy foliage.

Eternal Flame

HT

4'

Yellow

2007

Newer addition to the Memorial Rose Collection. Long stems, the
yellow is soft, lighter at the edges, deeper near the center.

Strong Citrus

Falling In Love

HT

3.5'

Pink

2007

Light pink blended with cream. Impeccable cutting rose. About 35
petals per bloom. Light sweet fragrance.

Light

Firefighter

HT

4'

Velvet red

2006

Big, super fragrant long stemmed rose is a 'classic' form in many
people's mind. Vigorous bushy plant will provide armloads of large
blooms. Clean green leaves.

Intense old rose

First Prize

HT

6'

Pink

1970

This rose has a beautiful dark shade of pink and as it grows, blooms
magically revealing a delightful cherry pink rose wash; the center is a
lighter pink while the edges of every petal are a gorgeous hot pink.

Medium fruity

Elle'

AARS

This award-winning hybrid tea grows vigorously and blooms throughout
the season. Its lightly fragranced, classically shaped, creamy apricot
blossoms unfurl from high-centered deep apricot buds and pale to a
delicate pastel pink. Strong disease resistance.

Light

Classic rose, myrhh,
incense

Forever Amber

FL

3'

Orange

2022

Fragrant Cloud

HT

4'

Coral-Orange

1968

HT

6'-7'

Pink-White

2013

Shell pink color will appear early in the season turning white with age. Strong, spicy, citrus
It is a multiple award winner in Europe for disease resistance as well
as esthetics.

Frido Kahlo

FL

4-5"

Orange

2018

Buds open to reveal scalloped petals that are a novel mix of gold and
red finishing with a red blush that deepens as the flower ages.

Mild, fruity

Full Sail

HT

4'

White

2001

Wonderful sport of the rose New Zealand. Great glossy foliage and a
surprisingly Strong scent. A true white.

Strong Honeysuckle

Fun in the Sun

GR

4.5'

Yellow

2021

Strong

George Burns

HT

3'

Yellow/Red
Streaks

1998

Fully double blooms are filled to the brim with layer upon layer of
petals in a heavenly blend of colors that will go with just about
anything. Upright, bushy plants are draped in rich green foliage that
offers superb resistance against powdery mildew, rust and downy
mildew.
Mostly yellow with deep red streaks in this bloom. The blooms are
somewhat ruffled in form. Large clean deep glossy green foliage on a
compact growing plant.

Gingersnap

FL

3'

Orange/ Yellow

1978

Brilliant colors of orange and yellow, orange being the dominant.
Mild
Flower petals are ruffled and full. The bush is rounded with dark green
foliage.

Gold Medal

GR

4'

Deep Yellow

1983

Large, deep yellow blooms tinged with orange-red edge. Blooms are
borne singly or in clusters. Free flowering all summer on a compact
plant. Produces long stems.

Frances Meilland

AARS

Fruity
Decidedly frilly, full-bodied blooms are old fashioned in appearance.
Neat, rounded, bushy habit that fills beautifully with leaves, leaving no
gaps between the branches, and is ideal for hedging or as a component
of a shrub border. Hardy, low-maintenance rose, it features longlasting colors and very strong resistance to diseases such as rose rust,
downy mildew and powdery mildew.
Luxuriously fragrant dream of coral red, with honey-sweet fragrance.
Strong
This rose was voted into the Rose Hall of Fame in 1981. Dark glossy
foliage and bushy.

Strong Fruit and
Citrus

Light-spicy Tea

Gold Struck

GR

4'-6'

Yellow

2016

Highly disease resistant with excellet vigor. It flowers continuously and None
copiously throughout the season, and is fabulous in a container or in the
landscape.

Golden Opportunity

CL

8'-10'

Yellow

2021

Fruity scent that attracts butterflies and other pollinators. Its vine-like
stems and foliage can take this beautiful rose to heights of over 10'
tall. Plant wherever you'd like to add vertical interest, on sunny patios
and pergolas, or add it to border gardens. The roses make a charming
addition to cut flower arrangements, too.

Fruity

Heirloom

HT

4'-5'

Lavender blend

1972

Parent of the AARS-winning 'Intrigue'. Deep magenta buds slowly
unfurl & lighten to a soft lilac as the blooms open. Up to 5 inches
across in size and held on stems that reach up to 15 inches long, these
blooms are as perfect for cutting.

Strong Sweet;
apple, wine &
raspberry

Henry Fonda

HT

4'

Deep Yellow

1995

Distinct, deep yellow blooms, a really impressive color. Vigorous plant Light Sweet
has deep green foliage. It is the deep yellow that you will love.

Honey Dijon

HT

4'

Dull Yellow

2005

A beautiful warm golden-brownish tan rose that's not a wimpy hotMedium
house prima donna. Naturally vigorous, sweetly fragrant, blooms
abundantly, and has exquisite exhibition form. The color is novel and is
a fun and versatile hue to play with in arrangements.

Honor

AARS

HT

3'

White

1980

Classically shaped, long stemmed and highlighted with peach centers.
The blooms always keep their shape. The plant has thick leathery
leaves of olive green.

Light Fruity

Hot Cocoa

AARS

FL

3'

Smoky Chocolate

2003

This is an easy to grow rose with a totally different color. Stunning
displays of silk-like blooms. Vigorous plant, disease resistant.

Moderate Old Rose

Hotel California

AARS

FL

4'

Yellow

2001

Great large blooming clear yellow blooms. This rose has long cutting
stems, elegant buds, and glossy foliage. A wonderful rose bred in
France.

Slight

FL

3'

White

1958

One of the top 10 best selling roses in the world. It is a great
Mild Honey
landscape plant that blooms all season long. It produces large clusters
of pure double white flowers. Dark foliage.

Iceberg

Iceberg, Brilliant Pink

FL

3'

Pink Blend

2001

Bright cerise pink with a touch of cream. It is a true sport of Iceberg so Mild Honey
it has many of the fine attributes of the original. Great landscape rose
with the same free flowering habit.

Iceberg, Burgundy

FL

3'

Purple

2007

Performs like its famous parent, Iceberg, except for the unique color.
Bush habit with clusters of blooms one after the other. Continues to
bloom into late fall.

Mild Honey

Icecap

SH

3'-4'

White

2015

Produces a dense flush of pure white flowers on a compact, rounded
shrub. Has not exhibited the pink coloration often seen on the Iceberg
roses.

Slight to none

In The Mood

HT

4'

Red

2007

Very large deep red blooms that retain their color. Long stems make it Mild Tea
good for cutting. If you like red roses you will probably like this one.
Newer and sure to please.

In Your Eyes

shrub &
Persian
hulthemia

6'

Various

2019

Ingrid Bergman

HT

Red

1985

This color-changing chameleon of a rose has single, ruffled blooms that Medium fruity
begin yellow with a burgundy-red eye and age to lavender pink with a
deep purple eye. The rounded bushy plants have glossy green foliage
that seems to shrug off most diseases, and they are almost
continuously in bloom providing a fantastic color show. Great for
attracting bees to your yard.
Full, double blooms with a soft velvety texture. A favorite among
Slight to none
gardeners for the deep red blooms and dark green foliage.

Intrigue

AARS

John F. Kennedy

Julia Child

AARS

FL

3'

Plum Purple

1984

Unusual true purple color on an almost "bullet proof" plant. Very
disease resistant. Sure to attract attention. Dark green foliage on a
bushy round plant.

Strong Citrus

HT

4'

White

1965

This is THE classic white hybrid tea rose. It is Strong and classy,
Moderate
sometimes with a hint of green. It has been around for a while but still
one of the better white roses.

FL

3.5'

Yellow

2006

Best described as "butter gold" in color. Perfectly rounded habit and it Strong
is disease resistant. Makes a great rose for cutting.

Just Joey

HT

4'-5'

Apricot

1972

Huge apricot blooms that age to an acceptable buff when fully open.
Somewhat shorter than average plants - almost as wide as high,
covered with mahogany tinted foliage. A great show rose in cool
climates

Ketchup & Mustard

FL

3'

Red w/ yellow
bicolor

2012

This combo makes your eyes blink in disbelief. Flowers hold color to the Mild
very end. Best flower size in cooler conditions.

SH

4'

Red

2000

This rose is about as care free as it gets. Very hardy and almost no
diseases at all. Cherry red with some stamens showing in the center.
Self cleaning, and very easy to grow.

18"

Red

2021

First ever miniature Knock Out® Rose! It has the same flower power
and easy care as others in the family, but in an adorable, petite size!
Plant in decorative containers for your porch or patio, or in mass for a
dramatic pop of color!

3'

Pink

2009

'Bubblegum' pink mutation of Double Knock Out. It has high disease
resistance, like the original rose. Deeper in color and a double bloom
makes it a winner.

Knock Out Red

4'

Red

2004

Knock Out Red Dbl.

3'-4'

Red

Fragrant
A single flowering shrub rose . The 1st choice for a low maintenance,
disease resistant, red shrub rose . An amazing feature about Knockout
Rose bushes are the outstanding blooming capabilities. They bloom
profusely from early spring to the last frost in late fall. In mild areas,
such as zone 7, Knockout Roses often bloom as late as Thanksgiving.
An improvement over the original Knock Out, with beautiful double
Light Spicy
candy apple-red roses. Outstanding resistance to black spot and downy
mildew, don’t require dead-heading and are non-stop bloomers.

Knock Out White

4'

White

4'

Dusky Red

The Knock Out Rose

AARS

Knock Out Petite

Knock Out Pink Double

Lasting Love

SH

HT

Pure white blooms that pop against dark foliage. This compact
landscape shrub produces 3-3½" flowers with yellow centers. Dark
green and burgundy foliage. Drought-tolerant. Blooms spring through
fall
1993

Strong fruit

Light Tea

Citrus

Very nice fragrance on this deep red rose. It will give Mr. Lincoln a run Rich Pure Rose
for the money. Big showy blooms and large glossy leaves. New
growth is burgundy in color.

Legends

HT

4'

Ruby red

2009

Monstrous buds and huge blooms of rich ruby red. Immense petals all Mod. fruity
lend to the classical hybrid tea bud shape. The foliage is reddish-green.

Life of the Party

FL

3'-4'

Yellow to pink

2019

Cuppy yellow old-fashioned flowers with a pink blush.

Fruity to citrus

Love at First Sight

HT

3'

Red

2020

The flower form follows a growing trend in modern European rose
gardens—the ball–shaped bud opens into a less–pointed bloom than
the typical high–centered hybrid tea bloom. It's a little more rounded,
and the extra curve is striking.

Mild fruity

Marilyn Monroe

HT

4'

Light Apricot

2003

A winning almost "blond color" of light apricot. This one has been a
Mild
winner in many shows, including San Diego's Rose Show. Large blooms
hold their shape and color. Very nice.

Mellow Yellow

HT

4'

Clear Yellow

2002

Clean, pure yellow rose. This is a great Tea Rose that holds its color
until the petals fall. Lots of large blooms on long stems. Vigorous
plant and easy to grow.

Moderate Fruity

Midnight Fire

Mini

20"

Multi

2022

Buds open to orange petals with a purple overlay that gives a smokey
appearance.

Slight

Miss Congenialty

GR

3'

Pink

2016

Beautiful blooms are white with a pink picotee edge. Good cutting
rose.

Strong

HT

5'

Deep Red

1965

Large long lasting buds, voluptuous ruffled blooms of glowing deep red. Strong Rose
One of the most highly regarded Hybrid Teas of all time.

HT

6'

Light Yellow

2018

The blooms have a wonderful old-fashioned form that is enchanting
both in a vase and on the bush. The healthy, disease-resistant plants
are quite floriferous, ensuring a nearly endless supply of charming
blooms all summer long.

Mister Lincoln

Moonlight Romantica

AARS

Yes

Neil Diamond

HT

5'

Pink and white
stripes

2015

Produces numerous sizeable flowers and attractive buds on long cutting Intense sweet and
stems.
classic rose

Neptune

HT

4'

Rich Lavender

2004

Luscious lavender blooms with a touch of purple. Abundant blooms
arrive on a praise-worthy plant with large glossy green leaves. Strong
growing plant.

Powerful Sweet
Rose

New Zealand

HT

4'

Soft Pink

1995

This rose has good disease resistance and the blooms are a wonderful
shade of pale pink. Glossy foliage gives this plant resistance to
diseases. Likes cool temperatures too.

Strong Honeysuckle

Oklahoma

HT

7'

Red

1964

Sister to Mr. Lincoln, it's a well known black-red rose. Produces big
buds and graceful flowers on a bushy plant, large leaves.

Strong, old rose

Oranges 'n' Lemons

SH

6'+

Orange and Yellow 1995

Unusual bi-color, orange with yellow stripes, very different. New
growth is deep mahogany turning green. This rose can be trained as a
climber if you wish

Moderate Fruity

Painted Porcelain

HT

5'

Pink-White

2021

Buds unfurl to release classically shaped, blooms with sweet fragrance Sweet
to attract butterflies and other pollinators. Each flower has a butteryellow centre, a white base and light pink outer petals, giving it the
look of delicate, hand-painted porcelain. Upright, moderately spreading
rose with dark green foliage. Resistant to powdery mildew and rust
fungus.

Papa Meilland

HT

4-5'

Red

1963

Has a long vase life making it a popular choice for rose cutting gardens. Old Rose
This exhibition rose won the Alexander Gamble Fragrance Medal from
the American Rose Society in 1974. It was elected into the World
Federation Hall of Fame in 1988.

Parade Day

GF

3'

Pink

2018

Unlike other peppermint-splashed pink roses, this one's intense color
has exceptional staying power, remaining vivid in your garden or in a
vase for days on end—no disappointing fade to pale pink like some
older varieties. Flower production is constant and prolific, even in hot,
dry spells.

Fruity

Parfuma Bliss

HT

3-4'

Pink

2018

The double cupped, fruity scented blooms are a lovely creamy pink
Fruity
with an apricot center. The nicely shaped shrub will be compact to four
feet and has proved itself to be cold tolerant and disease resistant.

Peace

AARS

HT

5'

Pink/Yellow Blend 1946

One of the worlds most famous roses. Shimmers with blends of
Sweet
yellows and pinks, very full double blooms. Almost as popular today as
it was the year it was introduced.

Perfect Moment

AARS

HT

4'

Red and Yellow

1991

An outstanding rose which has been very popular. Double high
centered blooms, red at edges more yellow in the center, almost
makes it "glow". No disappointments here.

Mild Fruity

Perfume Factory

HT

4'-5'

Purple

2020

Novel color for a hybrid tea - a shade of purple lavender that lightens
toward the petal edges, yet holds strong until the end of the line.
Presented one to a stem, the flowers are perfect for cutting. Upright,
bushy plants have glorious, green foliage with built-in disease
resistance that shrugs off powdery mildew and rust with ease.

Spicy fruit

Peter Mayle

HT

5'

Deep old rose Pink 2000

Strong

Pillow Fight

Shrub

3'-4'

White

2000

One of the most fragrant roses to be named to the Romantica Family
of Roses. Deep green, glossy foliage covers the plant throughout the
entire season. Extremely vigorous, this rose survives the most hot and
humid of summers without injury. Strong petals and long stems are
perfect for cutting.
Clusters of fragrant flowers are blinding white set against vert deep
green glossy foliage. Almost like a repeat blooming
snowball bush, this rare seedling of
Gourmet Popcorn has bigger more double blossoms.

Pinkerbelle

HT

6'

Pink

2019

Ovoid buds spiral open to reveal unique 4" blooms of cream suffused
Spicy verbena
with tones of pink and lavender, and finished with a pink picotee edge.
Superior disease resistance.

Pop Art

GR

4.5'

Pink, yellow
stripes

2022

As a non-clustering grandiflora, its lush flowers grow one to a stem,
Mod. fruity
not together in bunches. Long-lasting colors and very strong resistance
to diseases such as rose rust, downy mildew and powdery mildew.

Pope John Paul II

HT

4'

White

2008

Chosen by the Vatican to honor the late Pope John Paul II, is considered Strong Citrus
one of the most fragrant roses of all time. Vigorous grower with good
disease resistance.

Honey

Preference

FL

3-4'

Deep red

2003

This bold rose has deep scarlet, red flowers that will not burn or fade in Slight
the heat. It is free-flowering throughout the season with a very
compact growth habit.

Pretty Lady Rose

FL

3'

White/Pink

1997

Creamy white with a tinge of pink flowers form clusters of classicly
formed 4" blossoms (petals 25) on a medium continually blooming
floribunda bush.

Princesse Charlene

HT

5'

Apricot

2017

A new introduction to the Romantica’®' Collection from Star Roses. It’s Strong
a fully double, light apricot to shell pink bloomer with Strong fragrance.

Queen Elizabeth

GR

7'

Pink

1954

Double pink flowers. Susceptible to diseases and pests. The first of the Light sweet tea
grandifloras, it was introduced in 1954 and after the coronation of
scent
Queen Elizabeth of England, it was named for her.

Queen of Elegance

FL

4-6'

Pink

2020

Flowers open like a cup, packed with tons of petals for a very full
Strong rose
flower form. Growing on a very straight, upright bush, this cultivar will
provide floral abundance through summer. Even as they mature, the
blooms retain their color without burning in the sun.

Radiant Perfume

GR

4'-5'

Golden Yellow

2005

This vigorous, statuesque plant always looks clean and healthy, its
Strong citrus
glossy, dark green foliage acting as a lovely background for the brilliant
yellow roses. A must-have for garden or vase!

Rainbow Sorbet

FL

3'

Orange to Red

2006

Medium to large blooms for a floribunda, the colors are bright yellow,
orange to almost red. The blooms are on long stems for cutting. It is
also disease resistant.

None

Rock & Roll

GR

4'

Burgundy & cream 2009

The petals of this beauty are striped and splashed with deep colors.
Deep green foliage cover the plant. Great for cutting.

Strong rose & fruit

Rosie the Riveter

FL

3.5'

Orange Blend

Named to honor the hard-working women that kept American factories Very fragrant
and shipyards productive during World Was II. Blooms combine oldfashioned flower form with beautiful, vibrant coloring - orange-gold
suffused with pink and accented by a golden reverse.

2018

Slight

Scentimental

AARS

FL

4'

Burgundy and
White

1976

Very bright red boldly streaked with pure white. Somewhat of an old
fashioned form. Unique addition to any garden.

Secret

AARS

HT

4'

Cream and Pink

1994

Well-formed buds open to blooms whose soft colors are set-off by
Strong Sweet Spicy
mahogany red new foliage. Easy to grow, and a prolific blooming plant.

Secret's Out

AARS

HT

3'

White

2010

A new twist on the old Secret™ rose, this one's got aroma! Found by
Witherspoon Rose Culture, Secret's Out!™ is a pure white Hybrid Tea
rose with all the excellent characteristics that made Secret™ an AARS
winner, but with a Stronger, spicy fragrance.

Sedona

HT

5'

Coral Blend

2010

Shockwave

HT

3'

Neon Yellow

2009

The warm colors are reminiscent of the picturesque red bluffs &
Strong Pear
magnificent sunsets of the high desert. Each pointed ovoid bud slowly
spirals open to reveal flawless high-centered flowers in shades of reds,
corals, and oranges. As nights cool, blooms reveal undertones of coral
pink.
There is no rose any 'yellower'. There is no foliage that is any 'greener'. Mild
The blooms hold well to the very end. It is a well behaved plant that
you can tuck into your landscape.

Silver Lining

FL

4'-5'

Lavender

1960

Silvery, lavender buds appear in clusters and spiral open to reveal a full, Fruity
classic form. Deep, glossy green foliage and good disease resistance
keeps the leaves looking great all season, through flush after flush of
blooms.

Smokin Hot

HT

3'

Red

2016

Vigorous, upright plant features uniquely dark foliage that showcases
the rich, smoky red blooms with a white reverse. Color becomes even
more smoky in spring and fall.

Sparkle N Shine

FL

3'

Yellow

2013

Take the award winning Sun Flare, turn the color up a few notches, add Moderate Fruity
improved disease resistance and you get Sparkle & Shine.

HT

4'

Yellow to Green

1996

This is a yellow rose that will perform well in hot weather. The "St.
Patrick" comes from the green overtones in the blooms.

St. Patrick

AARS

Strong Sweet Spice

Strong, spicy

Tea, spice

Light Sweet

Stainless Steel

HT

4'

Silvery Lavender

1997

One of the better lavender roses. Large blooms, a little lighter in color Strong Rose
than most others. Long lasting flowers on long stems. Dark green
foliage.

State of Grace

GR

5'

Apricot blend

2020

Stilleto

HT

5.5'

Magenta

2020

Fruity
Excellent downy & powdery mildew resistance, and good all-around
disease resistance. The habit is uniform, compact and rounded. The
transition from bud to bloom is seamless, staying elegant throughout.
Bronzy pink outer petals stretch to reveal a gorgeous golden center, all
hues blending together into a nice, soft tone.
Upright, vigorous plants put forth large, exhibition-style blooms that
Strong
are a fashion-forward shade of deep magenta pink that is guaranteed
to not fade or go out of style. Very dark green foliage has a high gloss
finish that signifies excellent diease resistance for this flirtatious
beauty.

GR

4'

Golden Yellow

2007

Golden yellow blushed with bits of ruby red. This rose blooms in
clusters on long stems that are suitable for cutting. Great disease
resistance.

Sugar Moon

HT

5-6'

White

2012

Big pointed buds open to one of the purest whites you can imagine.
Intense sweet citrus
Good rebloom, natural vigor and long cutting stems. Larger flower size & rose
in cool temps.

Sunbelt Plum Perfect

FL

3'

Dark Purple

Sunbelt South Africa

GR

4'

Yellow

2006

Dark gold, cupped flowers bloom in clusters throughout the season on a Moderate
healthy, vigorous plant.

Sunbelt Savannah

HT

2.5'

Pink

2016

A multi-award winner, Savannah™ Sunbelt® was selected as Overall
Best Rose, Best Hybrid Tea, and Most Fragrant Rose at the 2015
Biltmore Rose Trails in Ashville NC. Lauded for its compact habit, glossy
leaves, great fragrance, and unbeatable summer performance,

Sunset Celebration

HT

4'

Apricot-Amber

1998

Large blossoms illuminate the garden with creamy apricot to warm
amber pink hues. Packed with petals and poised on long, elegant
stems. Its delicious aroma is like fresh peaches.

Strike It Rich

AARS

Misty plum purple blooms are the epitome of floral excellence. Its old
fashioned blooms flaunt ruffled petals. Plum Perfect is healthy, selfcleaning, and well suited for hot, dry gardens.

Strong Spice and
Fruit

Light, sweet

Fruity

Sunset Horizon

FL

3-4"

Red, Yellow, pink

2021

Color starts bright yellow and fades to deep pink/cherry red. Flowers
are large when open. Excellent disease resistance.

Very slight

Sunsprite

FL

3.5'

Deep Yellow

1977

Large clusters of bright, sweet-scented non-fading blooms provide
Strong Licorice
plenty of cut blooms. The foliage is bright green and disease resistant.

Sweet Spirit

GR

3'-4'

Red

2019

Attractive fully double, traditional rose bloom with a strong sweet
fragrance. It grows well on its own roots and has proven to perform
very well for a Grandiflora in hot, humid climates. A breakthrough
combining fragrance and disease resistance on a Grandiflora plant.

Strong sweet

Sweet Madam Blue

FL

3'

Purple

2008

If you're looking for a shrub rose that's covered in flowers for most of
the summer—and is almost as gorgeous during the times when it's
not—consider this sister to Violet's Pride™, one of the finest rose
hybrids.

Sweet, spicy

Take It Easy

FL

Red

2015

Of a classic red color, this a rose has ideal pointy and very elegant
buds. The red coloration doesn’t go too pink or blue as the petals are
falling away. A touch of lighter pink reverse light up the show of this
blooming ‘machine’.

Slight tea

Tequila

SH

3'

Apricot Orange

Produces a symphony of brightly colored, apricot-orange blooms
throughout the season. Grow as a specimen or as a hedge.

Slight

Top Gun

SH

4'

Red

2018

This tough-as-nails landscape rose offers richly colored, glistening
flowers, full, dark green foliage and greatly enhanced disease
resistance. Top Gun produces clusters of semi-double, medium-sized
flowers and is quick to repeat bloom cycles.

Trumpeter

FL

3'

Orange-Red

1977

Very bright blooms cover this plant most of the season. This is about Light Spicy
as "disease-proof" as can find. Long lasting blooms with intense color.
It is just a great no-problem rose.

Twilight Zone

GR

4'-6'

Magenta

2013

Mysterious color and powerful perfume...it's Ebb Tide in a different
dimension. Clusters of deep, velvety magenta blooms overlaid with a
wisp of smoke spiral open in old-fashioned, very double form

Clove, Citrus

Vavoom

FL

3'

Orange

2007

Veranda Fiesta

FL

Veteran's Honor

HT

5'

Bright Red

2000

Violet's Pride

FL

3'

Lavender

2017

Another addition to the Downton Abbey collection. Named for the
Spice, fruit
Dowager Countess of Grantham, Violet Crawley, this lavender-blue rose
has a sugary fruit with spice fragrance.

White Licorice

FL

4'

White

2011

Cream colored floribunda. Bushy, well branched form that looks good in Licorice and Lemon
the garden. Disease resistant.

Yves Piaget

HT

Deep Pink

1989

Large, very double mauve pink blooms, and delicious, strong fragrance. Very Fragrant
The abundant, continuous flowering and long strong stems make this
rose a garden favorite.

Yellow orange

True orange rose. Medium ruffled fully double blooms are very showy. Light Raspberry
The color does not fade and blooms are long lived. Foliage is glossy
green on a rounded compact plant.
Like clusters of party lights, the ruffled, cuplike blooms shine brightly in
a brilliant shade of yellow, variably suffused with orange so that no two
blooms look alike. Floriferous plants keep the celebration going all
season long, continuously popping open new clusters of blooms for you
to enjoy.
One of the very best reds to come along in quite a while. Strong plant Light Sweet
produces large buds that open to five inch plus blooms that can last up
to two weeks.

Climbers
Don Juan

9'

Red

1958

Deep red full, full double blooms, fragrant.

Eden Climber

10'

Pink

1987

Blend of pastel pinks. Larger, very double, old fashioned look.

Eden Pretty in Pink

10'-12' Pink

2015

Eden, White

9'

White

2006

Deep pink climbing Romantica. Fragrant. More petals than climbing
Eden. Disease resistant.
Old fashioned blooms cover the vigorous plant from spring to fall.

Fourth of July

10'

Red/White

1987

Golden Opportunity

8'-10'

Yellow

2021

Exceptionally good. Bright red and white striped, single blooms. Very
bright.

Flower head contains 35-45 petals and gives off a deliciously fruity scent
that attracts butterflies and other pollinators.

Iceberg

10'

White

1958

Rugged white, large semi-double blooms. Vigorous, mild scent.

Joseph's Coat

11'

Red/ Yellow

1964

Multi colors of red, yellow, pink & orange. Very popular.

Lady in Red

6'-8'

Red

Sally Holmes

6'-12'

Light pink-white

David Austin Roses
Bathsheba

Munstead Wood

Boscobel

Princess Alexandra
Kent
Teasing Georgia

Charles Darwin
Emily Bronte

The Generous
Gardener

Gentle Hermione

The Lady Gardener

Golden Celebration

The Poets Wife

Jubilee Celebration

Vanessa Bell

Miniatures
Cutie Pie

Rainbows End

Daddy's Little Girl

Ruby Red

Gourmet Popcorn

Ruby Ruby

Hot & Sassy

Smoke Rings

Life's Little Pleasures

18" Tree Rose
Childrens Hope
Edith's Darling

Sunblaze Bridal
Sunblaze Rainbow

Ruby-red rose that holds its color, even in the heat of summer! A
vigorous but compact climber, it produces large clusters of oldfashioned, petal-packed blooms on nice, strong canes.
1976

Sally gives huge clusters that resemble Hydrangea heads—filled with buffcolored buds that open to white single flowers. Despite their frail appearance,
the blooms last well even in heat.

Knock Out Petite
Rainbow's End
Ruby Ruby
Tree Roses 24"
Arctic Blue
Burst of Joy
Celestial Night
Chihuly
Ebb Tide
Icecap
Julia Child

Sunblaze Red
Sunblaze Yellow

Lava Flow
Life of the Party
Life's Little
Pleasures
Queen of Elegance
Silver Linings
Trumpeter
Violet's Pride

Tree Roses 36"
All Dressed Up

Ketchup & Mustard

Apricot Candy
Arctic Blue
Barbra Streisand

Life of the Party
Love Song
Memorial Day

Bolero
Brandy
Bronze Star
Burst of Joy
California Dreamin
Celestial Night
Chihuly
Chrysler Imperial
Colorific
Double Delight

Mr. Lincoln
Neil Diamond
Perfume Factry
Pope John Paul III
Pretty Lady
Queen Mary 2
Queen of Elegance
Red Hybrid Tea
Rio Samba
Scentimental
Secrets Out

Fame

